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Challenge
• Extract user-user interactions (retweets and mentions) from a users timeline
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Challenge
!

import twitter
from twitter_accounts import accounts
app = accounts["social"]

!

auth = twitter.oauth.OAuth(app[“token"], app["token_secret"], app[“api_key"],
app["api_secret"])

!

twitter_api = twitter.Twitter(auth=auth)

!

screen_name = "alexvespi"

!

args = { "count" : 200,
"trim_user": "true",
"include_rts": "true"}

!

tweets = twitter_api.statuses.user_timeline(screen_name = screen_name, **args)
tweets_new = tweets

!

while len(tweets_new) > 0:
max_id = tweets[-1]["id"] - 1
tweets_new = twitter_api.statuses.user_timeline(screen_name = screen_name,
max_id=max_id, **args)
tweets += tweets_new

!

user = tweets[0]["user"]["id"]
for tweet in tweets:
if "retweeted_status" in tweet:
print user, "->", tweet["retweeted_status"]["user"]["id"]
elif tweet["in_reply_to_user_id"]:
print tweet["in_reply_to_user_id"], "->", user
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Information Flow
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Figure 2: Example of a meme diffusion network involving
three users mentioning and retweeting each other. The values of various node statistics are shown next to each node.
The strength s refers to weighted degree, k stands for degree.

Observing a retweet at node B provides implicit confirmation that information from A appeared in B’s Twitter feed,
while a mention of B originating at node A explicitly confirms that A’s message appeared in B’s Twitter feed. This
may or may not be noticed by B, therefore mention edges
are less reliable indicators of information flow compared to
retweet edges.
Retweet and reply/mention information parsed from the
text can be ambiguous, as in the case when a tweet is marked
as being a ‘retweet’ of multiple people. Rather, we rely
on Twitter metadata, which designates users replied to or
retweeted by each message. Thus, while the text of a tweet
may contain several mentions, we only draw an edge to the
user explicitly designated as the mentioned user by the metadata. In so doing, we may miss retweets that do not use the
explicit retweet feature and thus are not captured in the metadata. Note that this is separate from our use of mentions as
memes (§ 3.1), which we parse from the text of the tweet.
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the Meme Overview page of our
website, displaying a number of vital statistics about tracked
memes. Users can then select a particular meme for more
detailed information.
per day near the beginning of our study, to around 8 million tweets per day at the time of this writing. While the
process of sampling edges (tweets between users) from a
network to investigate structural properties has been shown
to produce suboptimal approximations of true network characteristics (Leskovec and Faloutsos 2006), we find that the
analyses described below are able to produce accurate classifications of truthy memes even in light of this shortcoming.

4.2

Meme Detection
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Observing a retweet at node B provides implicit confirmation that information from A appeared in B’s Twitter feed,
while a mention of B originating at node A explicitly confirms that A’s message appeared in B’s Twitter feed. This
may or may not be noticed by B, therefore mention edges
are less reliable indicators of information flow compared to
retweet edges.
Retweet and reply/mention information parsed from the
text can be ambiguous, as in the case when a tweet is marked
as being a ‘retweet’ of multiple people. Rather, we rely
on Twitter metadata, which designates users replied to or
retweeted by each message. Thus, while the text of a tweet
may contain several mentions, we only draw an edge to the
user explicitly designated as the mentioned user by the metadata. In so doing, we may miss retweets that do not use the
explicit retweet feature and thus are not captured in the metadata. Note that this is separate from our use of mentions as
memes (§ 3.1), which we parse from the text of the tweet.
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Networks - Basic Definitions
• Mathematical object, with set of nodes and edges
• Node - Individual Element
• Edge - Connection between element
• Degree - Number of edges connected to a node
• Weighted Edge - Edge with a weight associated
• Direct Edge - “One way street”
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NetworkX
• High productivity software for complex networks
• Simple Python interface
• Four types of graphs supported:
• Graph - UnDirected
• DiGraph - Undirected
• MultiGraph - Multi-edged Graph
• MultiDiGraph - Directed Multigraph
• Similar interface for all types of graphs
• Nodes can be any type of Python object - Practical way to manage relationships
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Growing Graphs
• .add_node(node_id) Add a single node with ID node_id
• .add_nodes_from() Add a list of node ids
• .add_edge(node_i, node_j) Adds an edge between node_i and node_j
• .add_edges_from() Adds a list of edges. Individual edges are represented by tuples
• .remove_node(node_id)/.remove_nodes_from() Removing a node removes all
associated edges
• .remove_edge(node_i, node_j)/.remove_edges_from()
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Graph Properties
• .nodes() Returns the list of nodes
• .edges() Returns the list of edges
• .degree() Returns a dict with each nodes degree .in_degree()/.out_degree() returns
dicts with in/out degree for DiGraphs
• .is_connected() Returns true if the node is connected
• .is_weakly_connected()/.is_strongly_conencted() for DiGraph
• .connected_components() A list of nodes for each connected component
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import twitter
from twitter_accounts import accounts
import networkx as NX

!

app = accounts["social"]

!

auth = twitter.oauth.OAuth(app[“token"], app["token_secret"], app[“api_key"],
app["api_secret"])

!

twitter_api = twitter.Twitter(auth=auth)
screen_name = "timoreilly"
args = {"count" : 200, "trim_user": "true", "include_rts": "true"}

!

tweets = twitter_api.statuses.user_timeline(screen_name = screen_name, **args)
tweets_new = tweets

!

while len(tweets_new) > 0:
max_id = tweets[-1]["id"] - 1
tweets_new = twitter_api.statuses.user_timeline(screen_name = screen_name,
max_id=max_id, **args)
tweets += tweets_new

!

user = tweets[0]["user"]["id"]
G = NX.DiGraph()

!

for tweet in tweets:
if "retweeted_status" in tweet:
G.add_edge(user, tweet["retweeted_status"]["user"]["id"])
elif tweet["in_reply_to_user_id"]:
G.add_edge(tweet["in_reply_to_user_id"], user)

!

print "Graph has", G.number_of_nodes(), "nodes,",\
G.number_of_edges(), "edges, and the maximum degree is",\
max(G.degree().values())
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Snowball Sampling
• Commonly used in Social Science and Computer Science
1. Start with a single node (or small number of nodes)
2. Get friends list
3. For each friend get the friend list
4. Repeat for a fixed number of layers or until enough users have been connected
• Generates a connected component from each seed
• Quickly generates a *lot* of data/API calls
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Snowball Sampling

def get_followers(user_id, twitter_api=twitter_api):
cursor = -1
followers = []

!
!
!

while cursor != 0:
result = twitter_api.followers.ids(user_id=user_id, cursor=cursor)
followers += result["ids"]
cursor = result["next_cursor"]
return followers
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Snowball Sampling
def snowball(user_id, max_calls=10, twitter_api=twitter_api):
seen = set()
queue = set()

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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queue.add(user_id)
G = NX.Graph()
call_count = 0
while queue:
user_id = queue.pop()
seen.add(user_id)
followers = get_followers(user_id)
call_count += 1
for follower in followers:
if follower not in seen:
queue.add(follower)
G.add_edge(user_id, follower)
if call_count > max_calls:
break
return G
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Co-Occurrence Networks
• Connect two items whenever they co-occur
• Patterns on the resulting network structure reveals correlations
• Communities reveal clusters in data
• Challenge - Generate the #tag co-occurence network from a stream search for
“music”
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Co-Occurrence Networks
import twitter
from twitter_accounts import accounts
import networkx as NX
import itertools

!

app = accounts["social"]

!

auth = twitter.oauth.OAuth(app["token"],app["token_secret"], app["api_key"],
app["api_secret"])

!

stream_api = twitter.TwitterStream(auth=auth)
stream_results = stream_api.statuses.filter(track = “music”)
G = NX.Graph()

!

try:

for tweet in stream_results:
if len(tweet["entities"]["hashtags"]) > 1:
tags = set([tag["text"].lower() for tag in tweet["entities"]["hashtags"]])
G.add_edges_from(itertools.combinations(tags, 2))
print tags
except KeyboardInterrupt:
pass

!

print "Found", G.number_of_nodes(), "#tags"
print "\n".join(G.nodes())
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Stream Algorithms
• Process data as it comes through
• Previous values are no long available after being processed
• Online/Offline
• Useful to calculate statistics on large datasets and processing
• Basic structure:
1. Obtain new item
2. Process it
3. Update statistics
4. Repeat
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